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THE COVER UP OF ELECTION 
VOTER FRAUD IS BEING 
DISCLOSED
AMERICA WILL BE DELIVERED 
- PENNSYLVIA WILL LEAD OUR 
DELIVERANCE!

WORD OF THE LORD TO FAYE NEW YEARS DAY;  “THINK BIG”!
The Lord told us to start 2022 focusing on the exposure of election 
voter fraud 2020.   On our powerful prayer calls daily and on Sat 
and in the FACTS we  got prayer warriors on board and we all 
came in total agreement.  Just after our New Year’s midnight call 
after the great outpouring of the Holy Spirit Gay, IWI, Lubbock sent 
me the emails listed below. The Lord used PA. judge to open door 
for investigation of voter fraud to continue.  The first one, with all 
the States audits revealing voter fraud,  being denied N justice be 
served in them.

Look at how God used PA in our past history. I said on our morning 
call after reading the email,  that I felt God had answered our 
prayers and PA was the key to disclosing voter fraud and Biden and 
all who are with him will soon be exposed and removed from office 
as illegitimate. Justice will be served.

January 6, 2020 Here Are The Republicans Who Objected To 
The Electoral College Count BARBARA SPRUNT 
More than a dozen Republican senators originally said they would 
object to at least one state’s election results. After the violence that 
ensured Wednesday afternoon, that number was reduced by about 
half. 
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Heading into Wednesday’s joint session 
of Congress to tally the Electoral College 
vote results, lawmakers anticipated a 
long day peppered with objections hinged 
on baseless allegations of election fraud. 
More than a dozen Republican senators 
had said they would object to at least one 
state’s election results.

They began with a debate over a 
challenge to Arizona’s results. But after 
pro-Trump extremists brought violence 
and chaos to the Capitol, both chambers 
were forced into an emergency recess 
while the building was locked down.
When lawmakers reconvened hours 
later, a number of Senate Republicans 
abandoned their plan to cast objections.
Only six senators, all Republicans, 
sustained the Arizona objection.
Here’s a look at those six senators who 
maintained their course.

Josh Hawley, Missouri
Hawley was the first senator to break 
ranks publicly last month and announce 
his plans to lodge objections during the 
joint session. Senate Majority Leader 
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., had reportedly 
urged Republicans not to do so. (This is the 
senator who handed the oval office to Biden. We 
must pray for God to expose what he go in return)

After thanking the 
U.S. Capitol Police for 
their efforts during the 
insurrection, Hawley 
defended his decision 
to object.

Article continues after 
sponsor message
“What we are doing 
here tonight is actually 
very important 
because for those 
who have concerns 
about the integrity of 
our elections, those who have concerns 
about what happened in November, this 
is the appropriate means, this is the 
lawful place where those objections and 
concerns should be raised,” he said.
The purpose of Congress convening is 
to formally tally the votes of the Electoral 
College, not litigate election matters. 
Concerns about state elections were 
already raised — and rejected — in 
courts.

Ted Cruz, Texas
Once a primary rival of Trump’s, who 
even declined to endorse him at the 2016 
Republican National Convention, Cruz 
has since become a staunch defender 
of Trump’s presidency. “I want to speak 
to the Republicans who are considering 
voting against these objections,” Cruz said 
Wednesday afternoon during the debate over 
Arizona’s Electoral College results.
“I urge you to pause and think, what does 
it say to the nearly half the country that 
believes this election was rigged if we vote 
not even to consider the claims of illegality 
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2. There will be New Faces – New 
Leaders People who God is raising 
up are going to be new to a world 
community. You will see some known 
leaders will step down, some will 
pass away, and the new leaders 
will rise up. I see them as servants 
of God but then given much higher 
responsibilities. I am not just talking 
about a Christian community. It will 
happen globally. 
 
I still wonder what would be like if 
Moses decided to do what the Lord 
asked him to and speak to the rock? 
Would Joshua be still in the shadow of 
Moses? 
 
The Lord does not want you to be in 
the shadow of a man. He wants you 
to take a lead. And there will be many 
who will step out of their comfort zone 
and do that. What about you? 
 
You are Never too Old 
You are never too old to start a new 
thing. Moses was 80 years old who 
was called to lead the children of 
Israel out of Egypt. 
 
So, there are no excuses. You are 
not too old and it’s not too late for 
anything. 5781 is not just an invitation 
to young people. It’s for those who are 
willing to step into their calling.  
According to WHO statistics, the life 
expectancy was increased by 5.5 
years between 2000 and 2016 and it 
will continue to increase. God knows 
what He is doing. He is increasing 
human life expectancy and He has got 
the reason behind it. 

The date of your 
birth does not 
determine your 
future and what 
you can or you 
can not do. You 
can be 80 but be 
as fit as a 25-year-
old. God’s plans 
are always perfect 
and the depths of 
God’s wisdom and 
knowledge can 
never be measured! 
(Romans 11:33) 
His plans for you are far beyond your 
imagination. Do not put the limits on 
your life, on your dreams, on yourself. 
 
There will be leaders who are in their 
80s, and people will accept that fact 
as normal. 

3. Supernatural Healings will Increase 
The letter “Pey” also represents 
God’s mouth. It is God Who was in 
the beginning and Who spoke the 
world into existence. There will be 
more people whose mouths will be 
like God’s mouth. In Psalm 107:20 
it is written, “God sent His WORD 
and HEALED them, and delivered 
them…” (Psalm 107:20) – this will start 
happening more and more. 

4. God’s people will be God’s mouth 
and when they speak, people will be 
healed and delivered. There will be no 
need to travel long distances to touch 
someone. The words which will be 
sent forth from another corner of the 
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President -- - were not. (So much for Trump 
“packing the Court.”)
Earlier this week, Grassfire exposed 11 
improbabilities (and, perhaps, impossibilities) 
behind Joe Biden’s supposed “victory.” Last 
night, we shared the “Top 12” compelling 
reasons why the Texas case had merit. 
Here’s that list again, which highlights how 
the lawsuit exposed violations of election 
law and evidence of voter fraud in those four 
battleground states:

1. The Secretaries of State in Georgia, 
Michigan and Pennsylvania 
unconstitutionally abolished the signature 
verification requirement for mail-in ballots. 
(In Georgia, mail-in ballots increased 
from 213,000 in 2016 to 1.3 million in 
2020. In Michigan, there were less than 
600,000 requests for mail-in ballots in 
2016 but 3.2 million requests in 2020. In 
Pennsylvania, mail-in ballots increased 
from 266,000 in 2016 to more than 3 
million in 2020.) 

2. Also in Pennsylvania, election officials 
violated state law by NOT permitting 
poll-watchers to observe vote tabulating 
in crucial Philadelphia and Allegheny 
Counties. 

3. Ballot irregularities in Pennsylvania 
include 9,000 ballots with no mailed date; 
58,000 ballots returned on or before their 
mailed date; and 51,000 ballots returned 
just one day after they were mailed.

4. And perhaps the most egregious 
irregularity, and possible evidence of 
voter fraud, in the Keystone State is 

this: On November 
2, Pennsylvania 
reported that 2.7 
million ballots had 
been mailed. On 
November 4, one day 
after the election, that 
number increased to 
3.1 million ballots. 

5. In Georgia, the 
Secretary of State 
authorized opening 
and processing mail-
in ballots three weeks before Election 
Day. State law prohibits those actions 
until polls opens on Election Day. 

6. Georgia’s mail-in ballot rejection rate 
for missing or inaccurate information 
decreased from 6.42% in 2016 to .36% in 
2020, even though the number of mail-
in ballots increased from 213,000 to 1.3 
million. 

7. The Michigan Secretary of State sent 
out 7.7 million unsolicited ballots to 
registered voters, which violates election 
law. That same state official also allowed 
absentee ballots to be requested online 
without signature verification.

8. In Wayne County, Michigan, local election 
officials opened and processed mail-in 
ballots without poll-watchers present. 
Also, they reportedly ignored strict, 
election-law requirements for verifying 
signatures on mail-in-ballots. 

9. In that same Michigan county, more 
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This photo appeared in  Faye’s Facts:

The claim: An image depicts Barack 
Obama, Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci 
at a Wuhan lab in 2015

The photo is taken out of context 
The original image pops up in a 2014 
blog post made by Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of 
Health. The photo 
was taken when then-
President Obama 
visited NIH – in 
Maryland, not Wuhan. 

Jul 17, 2020 — Social 
media users have been 
sharing a photograph 
with text that claims it 
shows former President Barack Obama, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci and ... The Obama 
administration provided a $3.7 million 
grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in 
China

What’s True
A portion of $3.7 million in grants 
awarded between 2014 and 2019 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to EcoHealth Alliance, a global 
environmental health nonprofit 
organization, helped fund research at 

the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China. 
What’s False However, 
not all of that $3.7 
million went to the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, and not all of 
the funding took place 
under the Obama 
administration   2020 
ELECTIONS
Biden’s son-in-law 
advises campaign 
on pandemic while 
investing in Covid-19 
startups  Howard Krein is an informal 
adviser to the Democratic nominee and 
part of a $1 million coronavirus focused 
investment effort. 

Joe Biden, second left, 
smiles with his wife, 
Jill, second right, their 
daughter Ashley, left, and 
their son-in-law Howard 
Krein in Singapore 

Friday, July 26, 2013. | AP Photo/Lau 
Fook Kong, The Straits Times By BEN 
SCHRECKINGER  10/13/2020 04:30 
AM EDT At the same time that Joe 
Biden’s son-in-law, Howard Krein, has 
been advising Biden’s campaign on its 
coronavirus response, Krein’s venture 
capital business has been running 
a special initiative to invest in health 
care startups that offer solutions to the 
pandemic.
In March, as Covid-19 began spreading 
in the United States, the investment 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!
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Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
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This photo appeared in  Faye’s Facts:

The claim: An image depicts Barack 
Obama, Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci 
at a Wuhan lab in 2015

The photo is taken out of context 
The original image pops up in a 2014 
blog post made by Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of 
Health. The photo 
was taken when then-
President Obama 
visited NIH – in 
Maryland, not Wuhan. 

Jul 17, 2020 — Social 
media users have been 
sharing a photograph 
with text that claims it 
shows former President Barack Obama, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci and ... The Obama 
administration provided a $3.7 million 
grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in 
China

What’s True
A portion of $3.7 million in grants 
awarded between 2014 and 2019 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to EcoHealth Alliance, a global 
environmental health nonprofit 
organization, helped fund research at 

the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China. 
What’s False However, 
not all of that $3.7 
million went to the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, and not all of 
the funding took place 
under the Obama 
administration   2020 
ELECTIONS
Biden’s son-in-law 
advises campaign 
on pandemic while 
investing in Covid-19 
startups  Howard Krein is an informal 
adviser to the Democratic nominee and 
part of a $1 million coronavirus focused 
investment effort. 

Joe Biden, second left, 
smiles with his wife, 
Jill, second right, their 
daughter Ashley, left, and 
their son-in-law Howard 
Krein in Singapore 

Friday, July 26, 2013. | AP Photo/Lau 
Fook Kong, The Straits Times By BEN 
SCHRECKINGER  10/13/2020 04:30 
AM EDT At the same time that Joe 
Biden’s son-in-law, Howard Krein, has 
been advising Biden’s campaign on its 
coronavirus response, Krein’s venture 
capital business has been running 
a special initiative to invest in health 
care startups that offer solutions to the 
pandemic.
In March, as Covid-19 began spreading 
in the United States, the investment 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.
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13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.
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for Congress and 
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week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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What happened last week in the 
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pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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Roberts and Gorsuch. 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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President -- - were not. (So much for Trump 
“packing the Court.”)
Earlier this week, Grassfire exposed 11 
improbabilities (and, perhaps, impossibilities) 
behind Joe Biden’s supposed “victory.” Last 
night, we shared the “Top 12” compelling 
reasons why the Texas case had merit. 
Here’s that list again, which highlights how 
the lawsuit exposed violations of election 
law and evidence of voter fraud in those four 
battleground states:

1. The Secretaries of State in Georgia, 
Michigan and Pennsylvania 
unconstitutionally abolished the signature 
verification requirement for mail-in ballots. 
(In Georgia, mail-in ballots increased 
from 213,000 in 2016 to 1.3 million in 
2020. In Michigan, there were less than 
600,000 requests for mail-in ballots in 
2016 but 3.2 million requests in 2020. In 
Pennsylvania, mail-in ballots increased 
from 266,000 in 2016 to more than 3 
million in 2020.) 

2. Also in Pennsylvania, election officials 
violated state law by NOT permitting 
poll-watchers to observe vote tabulating 
in crucial Philadelphia and Allegheny 
Counties. 

3. Ballot irregularities in Pennsylvania 
include 9,000 ballots with no mailed date; 
58,000 ballots returned on or before their 
mailed date; and 51,000 ballots returned 
just one day after they were mailed.

4. And perhaps the most egregious 
irregularity, and possible evidence of 
voter fraud, in the Keystone State is 

this: On November 
2, Pennsylvania 
reported that 2.7 
million ballots had 
been mailed. On 
November 4, one day 
after the election, that 
number increased to 
3.1 million ballots. 

5. In Georgia, the 
Secretary of State 
authorized opening 
and processing mail-
in ballots three weeks before Election 
Day. State law prohibits those actions 
until polls opens on Election Day. 

6. Georgia’s mail-in ballot rejection rate 
for missing or inaccurate information 
decreased from 6.42% in 2016 to .36% in 
2020, even though the number of mail-
in ballots increased from 213,000 to 1.3 
million. 

7. The Michigan Secretary of State sent 
out 7.7 million unsolicited ballots to 
registered voters, which violates election 
law. That same state official also allowed 
absentee ballots to be requested online 
without signature verification.

8. In Wayne County, Michigan, local election 
officials opened and processed mail-in 
ballots without poll-watchers present. 
Also, they reportedly ignored strict, 
election-law requirements for verifying 
signatures on mail-in-ballots. 

9. In that same Michigan county, more 
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This photo appeared in  Faye’s Facts:

The claim: An image depicts Barack 
Obama, Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci 
at a Wuhan lab in 2015

The photo is taken out of context 
The original image pops up in a 2014 
blog post made by Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of 
Health. The photo 
was taken when then-
President Obama 
visited NIH – in 
Maryland, not Wuhan. 

Jul 17, 2020 — Social 
media users have been 
sharing a photograph 
with text that claims it 
shows former President Barack Obama, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci and ... The Obama 
administration provided a $3.7 million 
grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in 
China

What’s True
A portion of $3.7 million in grants 
awarded between 2014 and 2019 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to EcoHealth Alliance, a global 
environmental health nonprofit 
organization, helped fund research at 

the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China. 
What’s False However, 
not all of that $3.7 
million went to the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, and not all of 
the funding took place 
under the Obama 
administration   2020 
ELECTIONS
Biden’s son-in-law 
advises campaign 
on pandemic while 
investing in Covid-19 
startups  Howard Krein is an informal 
adviser to the Democratic nominee and 
part of a $1 million coronavirus focused 
investment effort. 

Joe Biden, second left, 
smiles with his wife, 
Jill, second right, their 
daughter Ashley, left, and 
their son-in-law Howard 
Krein in Singapore 

Friday, July 26, 2013. | AP Photo/Lau 
Fook Kong, The Straits Times By BEN 
SCHRECKINGER  10/13/2020 04:30 
AM EDT At the same time that Joe 
Biden’s son-in-law, Howard Krein, has 
been advising Biden’s campaign on its 
coronavirus response, Krein’s venture 
capital business has been running 
a special initiative to invest in health 
care startups that offer solutions to the 
pandemic.
In March, as Covid-19 began spreading 
in the United States, the investment 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
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No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
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Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.
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believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.
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8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”
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Father, help us to make no provision for 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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Do we have enough contact tracers?
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Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
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This photo appeared in  Faye’s Facts:

The claim: An image depicts Barack 
Obama, Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci 
at a Wuhan lab in 2015

The photo is taken out of context 
The original image pops up in a 2014 
blog post made by Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of 
Health. The photo 
was taken when then-
President Obama 
visited NIH – in 
Maryland, not Wuhan. 

Jul 17, 2020 — Social 
media users have been 
sharing a photograph 
with text that claims it 
shows former President Barack Obama, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci and ... The Obama 
administration provided a $3.7 million 
grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in 
China

What’s True
A portion of $3.7 million in grants 
awarded between 2014 and 2019 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to EcoHealth Alliance, a global 
environmental health nonprofit 
organization, helped fund research at 

the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China. 
What’s False However, 
not all of that $3.7 
million went to the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, and not all of 
the funding took place 
under the Obama 
administration   2020 
ELECTIONS
Biden’s son-in-law 
advises campaign 
on pandemic while 
investing in Covid-19 
startups  Howard Krein is an informal 
adviser to the Democratic nominee and 
part of a $1 million coronavirus focused 
investment effort. 

Joe Biden, second left, 
smiles with his wife, 
Jill, second right, their 
daughter Ashley, left, and 
their son-in-law Howard 
Krein in Singapore 

Friday, July 26, 2013. | AP Photo/Lau 
Fook Kong, The Straits Times By BEN 
SCHRECKINGER  10/13/2020 04:30 
AM EDT At the same time that Joe 
Biden’s son-in-law, Howard Krein, has 
been advising Biden’s campaign on its 
coronavirus response, Krein’s venture 
capital business has been running 
a special initiative to invest in health 
care startups that offer solutions to the 
pandemic.
In March, as Covid-19 began spreading 
in the United States, the investment 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!
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scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
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Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 
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along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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2. There will be New Faces – New 
Leaders People who God is raising 
up are going to be new to a world 
community. You will see some known 
leaders will step down, some will 
pass away, and the new leaders 
will rise up. I see them as servants 
of God but then given much higher 
responsibilities. I am not just talking 
about a Christian community. It will 
happen globally. 
 
I still wonder what would be like if 
Moses decided to do what the Lord 
asked him to and speak to the rock? 
Would Joshua be still in the shadow of 
Moses? 
 
The Lord does not want you to be in 
the shadow of a man. He wants you 
to take a lead. And there will be many 
who will step out of their comfort zone 
and do that. What about you? 
 
You are Never too Old 
You are never too old to start a new 
thing. Moses was 80 years old who 
was called to lead the children of 
Israel out of Egypt. 
 
So, there are no excuses. You are 
not too old and it’s not too late for 
anything. 5781 is not just an invitation 
to young people. It’s for those who are 
willing to step into their calling.  
According to WHO statistics, the life 
expectancy was increased by 5.5 
years between 2000 and 2016 and it 
will continue to increase. God knows 
what He is doing. He is increasing 
human life expectancy and He has got 
the reason behind it. 

The date of your 
birth does not 
determine your 
future and what 
you can or you 
can not do. You 
can be 80 but be 
as fit as a 25-year-
old. God’s plans 
are always perfect 
and the depths of 
God’s wisdom and 
knowledge can 
never be measured! 
(Romans 11:33) 
His plans for you are far beyond your 
imagination. Do not put the limits on 
your life, on your dreams, on yourself. 
 
There will be leaders who are in their 
80s, and people will accept that fact 
as normal. 

3. Supernatural Healings will Increase 
The letter “Pey” also represents 
God’s mouth. It is God Who was in 
the beginning and Who spoke the 
world into existence. There will be 
more people whose mouths will be 
like God’s mouth. In Psalm 107:20 
it is written, “God sent His WORD 
and HEALED them, and delivered 
them…” (Psalm 107:20) – this will start 
happening more and more. 

4. God’s people will be God’s mouth 
and when they speak, people will be 
healed and delivered. There will be no 
need to travel long distances to touch 
someone. The words which will be 
sent forth from another corner of the 
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President -- - were not. (So much for Trump 
“packing the Court.”)
Earlier this week, Grassfire exposed 11 
improbabilities (and, perhaps, impossibilities) 
behind Joe Biden’s supposed “victory.” Last 
night, we shared the “Top 12” compelling 
reasons why the Texas case had merit. 
Here’s that list again, which highlights how 
the lawsuit exposed violations of election 
law and evidence of voter fraud in those four 
battleground states:

1. The Secretaries of State in Georgia, 
Michigan and Pennsylvania 
unconstitutionally abolished the signature 
verification requirement for mail-in ballots. 
(In Georgia, mail-in ballots increased 
from 213,000 in 2016 to 1.3 million in 
2020. In Michigan, there were less than 
600,000 requests for mail-in ballots in 
2016 but 3.2 million requests in 2020. In 
Pennsylvania, mail-in ballots increased 
from 266,000 in 2016 to more than 3 
million in 2020.) 

2. Also in Pennsylvania, election officials 
violated state law by NOT permitting 
poll-watchers to observe vote tabulating 
in crucial Philadelphia and Allegheny 
Counties. 

3. Ballot irregularities in Pennsylvania 
include 9,000 ballots with no mailed date; 
58,000 ballots returned on or before their 
mailed date; and 51,000 ballots returned 
just one day after they were mailed.

4. And perhaps the most egregious 
irregularity, and possible evidence of 
voter fraud, in the Keystone State is 

this: On November 
2, Pennsylvania 
reported that 2.7 
million ballots had 
been mailed. On 
November 4, one day 
after the election, that 
number increased to 
3.1 million ballots. 

5. In Georgia, the 
Secretary of State 
authorized opening 
and processing mail-
in ballots three weeks before Election 
Day. State law prohibits those actions 
until polls opens on Election Day. 

6. Georgia’s mail-in ballot rejection rate 
for missing or inaccurate information 
decreased from 6.42% in 2016 to .36% in 
2020, even though the number of mail-
in ballots increased from 213,000 to 1.3 
million. 

7. The Michigan Secretary of State sent 
out 7.7 million unsolicited ballots to 
registered voters, which violates election 
law. That same state official also allowed 
absentee ballots to be requested online 
without signature verification.

8. In Wayne County, Michigan, local election 
officials opened and processed mail-in 
ballots without poll-watchers present. 
Also, they reportedly ignored strict, 
election-law requirements for verifying 
signatures on mail-in-ballots. 

9. In that same Michigan county, more 
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This photo appeared in  Faye’s Facts:

The claim: An image depicts Barack 
Obama, Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci 
at a Wuhan lab in 2015

The photo is taken out of context 
The original image pops up in a 2014 
blog post made by Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of 
Health. The photo 
was taken when then-
President Obama 
visited NIH – in 
Maryland, not Wuhan. 

Jul 17, 2020 — Social 
media users have been 
sharing a photograph 
with text that claims it 
shows former President Barack Obama, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci and ... The Obama 
administration provided a $3.7 million 
grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in 
China

What’s True
A portion of $3.7 million in grants 
awarded between 2014 and 2019 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to EcoHealth Alliance, a global 
environmental health nonprofit 
organization, helped fund research at 

the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China. 
What’s False However, 
not all of that $3.7 
million went to the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, and not all of 
the funding took place 
under the Obama 
administration   2020 
ELECTIONS
Biden’s son-in-law 
advises campaign 
on pandemic while 
investing in Covid-19 
startups  Howard Krein is an informal 
adviser to the Democratic nominee and 
part of a $1 million coronavirus focused 
investment effort. 

Joe Biden, second left, 
smiles with his wife, 
Jill, second right, their 
daughter Ashley, left, and 
their son-in-law Howard 
Krein in Singapore 

Friday, July 26, 2013. | AP Photo/Lau 
Fook Kong, The Straits Times By BEN 
SCHRECKINGER  10/13/2020 04:30 
AM EDT At the same time that Joe 
Biden’s son-in-law, Howard Krein, has 
been advising Biden’s campaign on its 
coronavirus response, Krein’s venture 
capital business has been running 
a special initiative to invest in health 
care startups that offer solutions to the 
pandemic.
In March, as Covid-19 began spreading 
in the United States, the investment 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.
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the CDC and typically 
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“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
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AND GO. OUR 
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The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
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Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.
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“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
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exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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This photo appeared in  Faye’s Facts:

The claim: An image depicts Barack 
Obama, Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci 
at a Wuhan lab in 2015

The photo is taken out of context 
The original image pops up in a 2014 
blog post made by Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of 
Health. The photo 
was taken when then-
President Obama 
visited NIH – in 
Maryland, not Wuhan. 

Jul 17, 2020 — Social 
media users have been 
sharing a photograph 
with text that claims it 
shows former President Barack Obama, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci and ... The Obama 
administration provided a $3.7 million 
grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in 
China

What’s True
A portion of $3.7 million in grants 
awarded between 2014 and 2019 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to EcoHealth Alliance, a global 
environmental health nonprofit 
organization, helped fund research at 

the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China. 
What’s False However, 
not all of that $3.7 
million went to the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, and not all of 
the funding took place 
under the Obama 
administration   2020 
ELECTIONS
Biden’s son-in-law 
advises campaign 
on pandemic while 
investing in Covid-19 
startups  Howard Krein is an informal 
adviser to the Democratic nominee and 
part of a $1 million coronavirus focused 
investment effort. 

Joe Biden, second left, 
smiles with his wife, 
Jill, second right, their 
daughter Ashley, left, and 
their son-in-law Howard 
Krein in Singapore 

Friday, July 26, 2013. | AP Photo/Lau 
Fook Kong, The Straits Times By BEN 
SCHRECKINGER  10/13/2020 04:30 
AM EDT At the same time that Joe 
Biden’s son-in-law, Howard Krein, has 
been advising Biden’s campaign on its 
coronavirus response, Krein’s venture 
capital business has been running 
a special initiative to invest in health 
care startups that offer solutions to the 
pandemic.
In March, as Covid-19 began spreading 
in the United States, the investment 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
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contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.
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Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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President -- - were not. (So much for Trump 
“packing the Court.”)
Earlier this week, Grassfire exposed 11 
improbabilities (and, perhaps, impossibilities) 
behind Joe Biden’s supposed “victory.” Last 
night, we shared the “Top 12” compelling 
reasons why the Texas case had merit. 
Here’s that list again, which highlights how 
the lawsuit exposed violations of election 
law and evidence of voter fraud in those four 
battleground states:

1. The Secretaries of State in Georgia, 
Michigan and Pennsylvania 
unconstitutionally abolished the signature 
verification requirement for mail-in ballots. 
(In Georgia, mail-in ballots increased 
from 213,000 in 2016 to 1.3 million in 
2020. In Michigan, there were less than 
600,000 requests for mail-in ballots in 
2016 but 3.2 million requests in 2020. In 
Pennsylvania, mail-in ballots increased 
from 266,000 in 2016 to more than 3 
million in 2020.) 

2. Also in Pennsylvania, election officials 
violated state law by NOT permitting 
poll-watchers to observe vote tabulating 
in crucial Philadelphia and Allegheny 
Counties. 

3. Ballot irregularities in Pennsylvania 
include 9,000 ballots with no mailed date; 
58,000 ballots returned on or before their 
mailed date; and 51,000 ballots returned 
just one day after they were mailed.

4. And perhaps the most egregious 
irregularity, and possible evidence of 
voter fraud, in the Keystone State is 

this: On November 
2, Pennsylvania 
reported that 2.7 
million ballots had 
been mailed. On 
November 4, one day 
after the election, that 
number increased to 
3.1 million ballots. 

5. In Georgia, the 
Secretary of State 
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in ballots three weeks before Election 
Day. State law prohibits those actions 
until polls opens on Election Day. 

6. Georgia’s mail-in ballot rejection rate 
for missing or inaccurate information 
decreased from 6.42% in 2016 to .36% in 
2020, even though the number of mail-
in ballots increased from 213,000 to 1.3 
million. 

7. The Michigan Secretary of State sent 
out 7.7 million unsolicited ballots to 
registered voters, which violates election 
law. That same state official also allowed 
absentee ballots to be requested online 
without signature verification.

8. In Wayne County, Michigan, local election 
officials opened and processed mail-in 
ballots without poll-watchers present. 
Also, they reportedly ignored strict, 
election-law requirements for verifying 
signatures on mail-in-ballots. 

9. In that same Michigan county, more 
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This photo appeared in  Faye’s Facts:

The claim: An image depicts Barack 
Obama, Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci 
at a Wuhan lab in 2015

The photo is taken out of context 
The original image pops up in a 2014 
blog post made by Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of 
Health. The photo 
was taken when then-
President Obama 
visited NIH – in 
Maryland, not Wuhan. 

Jul 17, 2020 — Social 
media users have been 
sharing a photograph 
with text that claims it 
shows former President Barack Obama, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci and ... The Obama 
administration provided a $3.7 million 
grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in 
China

What’s True
A portion of $3.7 million in grants 
awarded between 2014 and 2019 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to EcoHealth Alliance, a global 
environmental health nonprofit 
organization, helped fund research at 

the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China. 
What’s False However, 
not all of that $3.7 
million went to the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, and not all of 
the funding took place 
under the Obama 
administration   2020 
ELECTIONS
Biden’s son-in-law 
advises campaign 
on pandemic while 
investing in Covid-19 
startups  Howard Krein is an informal 
adviser to the Democratic nominee and 
part of a $1 million coronavirus focused 
investment effort. 

Joe Biden, second left, 
smiles with his wife, 
Jill, second right, their 
daughter Ashley, left, and 
their son-in-law Howard 
Krein in Singapore 

Friday, July 26, 2013. | AP Photo/Lau 
Fook Kong, The Straits Times By BEN 
SCHRECKINGER  10/13/2020 04:30 
AM EDT At the same time that Joe 
Biden’s son-in-law, Howard Krein, has 
been advising Biden’s campaign on its 
coronavirus response, Krein’s venture 
capital business has been running 
a special initiative to invest in health 
care startups that offer solutions to the 
pandemic.
In March, as Covid-19 began spreading 
in the United States, the investment 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.
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it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
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Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
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more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
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Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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This photo appeared in  Faye’s Facts:

The claim: An image depicts Barack 
Obama, Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci 
at a Wuhan lab in 2015

The photo is taken out of context 
The original image pops up in a 2014 
blog post made by Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of 
Health. The photo 
was taken when then-
President Obama 
visited NIH – in 
Maryland, not Wuhan. 

Jul 17, 2020 — Social 
media users have been 
sharing a photograph 
with text that claims it 
shows former President Barack Obama, 
Dr. Anthony Fauci and ... The Obama 
administration provided a $3.7 million 
grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in 
China

What’s True
A portion of $3.7 million in grants 
awarded between 2014 and 2019 
by the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to EcoHealth Alliance, a global 
environmental health nonprofit 
organization, helped fund research at 

the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China. 
What’s False However, 
not all of that $3.7 
million went to the 
Wuhan Institute of 
Virology, and not all of 
the funding took place 
under the Obama 
administration   2020 
ELECTIONS
Biden’s son-in-law 
advises campaign 
on pandemic while 
investing in Covid-19 
startups  Howard Krein is an informal 
adviser to the Democratic nominee and 
part of a $1 million coronavirus focused 
investment effort. 

Joe Biden, second left, 
smiles with his wife, 
Jill, second right, their 
daughter Ashley, left, and 
their son-in-law Howard 
Krein in Singapore 

Friday, July 26, 2013. | AP Photo/Lau 
Fook Kong, The Straits Times By BEN 
SCHRECKINGER  10/13/2020 04:30 
AM EDT At the same time that Joe 
Biden’s son-in-law, Howard Krein, has 
been advising Biden’s campaign on its 
coronavirus response, Krein’s venture 
capital business has been running 
a special initiative to invest in health 
care startups that offer solutions to the 
pandemic.
In March, as Covid-19 began spreading 
in the United States, the investment 
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 
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rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.
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the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
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“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!

The Day Jeffrey Epstein Told Me He Had 
Dirt on Powerful
Aug 12, 2019 - During our conversation, 
Mr. Epstein made no secret of his own 
scandalous pa. It is not the responsibility 
of the Supreme Court to force America at 
sin!!!!  Decisions in detail below.

NAMES OF LIBERAL HUSTICES:   
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Sonia Sotomayor
Elena Kagan
Stephen Breyer

Holding the Court in Contempt
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Feucht rails against the preventive 
measures being taken to stop the spread 
of the virus, arguing that freedom of 
being able to practice religion is being 
infringed. Powerful politicians and 
social media giants have engaged in 
unchartered abuses of religious liberty, 
silencing the faithful, banning our voices, 
and outright attacking our God-given right 
to declare His goodness,” Feucht writes 
on his website LetUsWorship.us where 
he live streams the concerts and urges 
people to sign a petition.

Thousands have attended Feucht’s 
events, which have the vibe of a rally or 
concert more than a prayer service.
On Sunday, Feucht held an event on the 
front steps of the California State Capitol 
building. He claims that Capitol Police 
estimated about 12,000 people attended.

WORD FROM THE LORD TO FAYE 
ABOUT ELECTIONS!

The Lord spoke to our intercessors what we 
commit to Him, He is able to keep! 
2 Timothy 1:12-14

King James Version
12 For the which cause I also suffer 
these things: nevertheless I am not 
ashamed: for I know whom I have 
believed, and am persuaded that he is 
able to keep that which I have committed 
unto him against that day.

13 Hold fast the form of sound words, 
which thou hast heard of me, in faith and 
love which is in Christ Jesus.

14 That good thing 
which was committed 
unto thee keep by 
the Holy Ghost which 
dwelleth in us.

September 8th @ 
8 am EST we began 
our eight week 
Tuesdays pray with 
Faye for elections.
We will call out every 
State and every 
candidate running 
for Congress and 
governors running  for office. We will 
commit all America to the Lord.

The Scripture God gave Faye  on first 
week was: Joel 2:25
“And I will restore to you the years that the 
locust hath eaten, the cankerworm, and the 
caterpiller, and the palmerworm, my great 
army which I sent among you.
 The first week as Faye was preparing the 
anointing was so strong in her office, it was 
like angels were with her giving her strength.   
The Lord called intercessors nationwide 
to pray the first week.    If you want to be 
blessed,. Be obedient to the call of God.  
The Lord was with us.”

PHONE #: 712-432-0900   
EMAIL FAYE FOR ACCESS CODE:
faye.usainsight@gmail.com

THE WINDS HAVE SHIFTED  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020 | GLORIA 
ROBLES, IFA CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Father, help us to make no provision for 
the enemy to attack. Help us move with 
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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the media and false prophets. 
Indoctrinating academia. Our Saturday 
free conferencing  prayer and briefing 
call is so led by the Holy Spirit because 
our prayer warriors are in one mine and 
one accord seeking God on behalf of 
this nation’s spiritual battle,  brought 
on by the issues of the day. They are 
nationwide and the most informed 
network I know.

What happened last week in the 
decisions the Supreme Court made will 
cause grave consequences in the nation.  
Even though we are led to believe the 
majority of our Justices are God fearing 
pro American, finally; that is not the ease.  
We have seen the mask come off of 
Roberts and Gorsuch. 

The following Scriptures describes them:  
along with the liberal radicals who stand 
steadfast in their agenda to remove God 
and freedom to follow God  according to 
Biblical values,  in our nation.

Galatians 5:19-21 English Standard 
Version (ESV) 19 Now the works of 
the flesh are evident: sexual immorality, 
impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmity, strife, jealousy, fits of anger, 
rivalries, dissensions, divisions, 21 
envy,[a] drunkenness, orgies, and things 
like these. I warn you, as I warned you 

before, that those who do 
such things will not inherit 
the kingdom of God.

WHAT HAPPENED 
TO THIS MAN? 

 He needs to be 
exposed and removed 
from the highest court 
in the Land.
IS IT POSSIBLE 
HE IS A JEFFERY 
EPSTEIN 
PEDOPHILE? IF 
SO, HE HAS TO 
BE EXPOSED 
AND GO. OUR 
PRAYERS 
MATTER!!!!
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So did a restaurant where 
she had gone for lunch. And a hair salon that 
she had visited. And also those who sat near 
her at a Cleveland Cavaliers game.

But when contacts are notified, they aren’t 
told who was diagnosed with coronavirus.“To 
protect patient privacy, contacts are only informed 
that they may have been exposed to a patient 
with the infection,” the CDC says. “They are not 
told the identity of the patient who may have 
exposed them.”

How do people get notified?
Contact tracers use a variety of methods, 
including phone calls, emails and social 
media messaging. Some places are getting 
creative. In North Dakota, health officials 
partnered with the creator of an app used 
to track bison to launch a new app called 
Care19. Those who download Care19 will 
get a random ID number, “and the app will 
anonymously cache the individual’s locations 
throughout the day,” the North Dakota 
coronavirus response website says.

“If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, 
they will be given the opportunity to consent to 

provide their information to the NDDoH to help in 
contact tracing and forecasting the pandemic’s 

progression with accurate, real-time data.”

Apple and Google are developing new 
contact tracing technology using smartphones 
and Bluetooth technology to alert those who 
may have been close to someone infected.
But there are limitations to that new 
technology. Users would have to opt-in, and 
it’s not clear whether enough people will do 
so to make the effort worthwhile. And people 
without smartphones would not get notified.

How many contact tracers 
are there? “The total 
number of existing 
disease detectives in 
the United States (was) 
only 2,200” before the 
coronavirus outbreak, said 
David Harvey, executive 
director of the National 
Coalition of STD Directors.
About 1,600 of those 
disease detectives are 
members of the coalition, 
which is funded by 
the CDC and typically 
combats the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases.

But most of them have been redeployed to do 
contact tracing for coronavirus, Harvey said.
“Any time there’s an infectious disease 
outbreak, they get redeployed to Zika, Ebola, 
food-borne illness outbreaks,” Harvey said. 
“This is an essential public health workforce.”

Do we have enough contact tracers?
No. A recent study released by Johns 
Hopkins University estimates the US needs at 
least 100,000 additional public health workers 
to help with contact tracing.
And that might be a low estimate, said Anita 
Cicero, deputy director at the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security and a co-author 
of the study. She said the US will likely need 
more than 100,000, but that’s a good start to 
help the more heavily impacted areas.

Former CDC Director Dr. Tom Frieden 
said the US could need “several hundred 
thousand” contact tracers. (ALL TAX FUNDED) 
The problem: “Both state public health and county 
local public health do not have the resources 
or the people that are needed to be able to do 
contact tracing for all identified cases,” 
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and fraud in this election?”
Public opinion doesn’t dictate who should win 
an election or if there should be additional 
investigations into fraud, an allegation that 
state election officials and Trump’s own 
Justice Department have vehemently refuted.  
Article continues after sponsor message 
Tommy Tuberville, Alabama
Tuberville fulfilled the pledge he made 
Tuesday to join Cruz in objecting to the 
results from Arizona. A retired football coach, 
Tuberville defeated Jeff Sessions, the 
former senator and attorney general, in the 
GOP primary and went on to win against 
Democratic incumbent Doug Jones in 
November.

Roger Marshall, Kansas
A former U.S. representative, Marshall 
defeated former Kansas Secretary of State 
Kris Kobach in the Republican Senate 
primary earlier this year and went on to win 
the Senate seat vacated by Pat Roberts. 
He secured endorsements from prominent 
Republicans, including McConnell.
John Kennedy, Louisiana Elected to the 
U.S. Senate in 2016, Kennedy has been a 
frequent defender of Trump.  On Thursday, 
Kennedy condemned the rioters and 
reiterated that his plans to raise objections 
during the proceedings were on behalf of his 
constituents.”I came to the Capitol yesterday 
to give them a voice,” he said in a statement. 
“I joined several Senate colleagues in calling 
for a bipartisan commission to inspect 
election issues raised across the country. 

Our proposal was not successful, but 
our goal to ensure full confidence and 
transparency in our elections — for all 
Americans — is a noble one, and I’ll keep 
pursuing it.”Cindy Hyde-Smith, Mississippi. 

The Senate rejected the Arizona challenge 
93-6. The House rejected it 303-121.   
Here are the 121 House members who  
supported the objection: Here are the 121 
representatives who sustained the objection 
to Arizona’s Electoral College.
Caroline Amenabar/clerk.house.gov  
House members also objected in the cases 
of Georgia, Michigan and Nevada, but no 
senator joined in the objection, thereby 
preventing debate. The only other state 
disputed with support from both chambers 
was Pennsylvania; 138 House members, 
all Republicans, supported the objection, 
as did seven senators: Cruz, R-Texas; 
Hawley, R-Mo.; Hyde Smith, R-Miss.; 
Cynthia Lummis, R-Wyo.; Marshall, R-Kan.; 
Tuberville, R-Ala.; and Rick Scott, R-Fla.
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of questions about who controls that data 
and how they can use it. Those questions 
and more have led to a federal lawsuit being 
filed to stop the implementation of such a 
program in Texas by longtime Houston-area 
conservative activist Dr. Steven Hotze. 
Hotze has solicited plaintiffs to join him in 
the suit. “New COVID-19 cases and deaths 
are falling across Texas, across the U.S., 
and around the world. COVID-19 is running 
out of steam,” Hotze said in an email to his 
supporters. “We sure don’t need contact 
tracing now. The government can only want 
contact tracing to be able to monitor and 
control you in the future.”

With the deal set to last for 27 months, the 
idea of taxpayer funds being used for over 
two years to pay for such privacy-violating 
policies is enough to concern every Texan. 

U.S. Supreme Court rejects challenge to 
California law limiting church attendance
By Chris Nelson In Federal 
June 1, 2020 at 10:51 PM

On May 29, 2020, 
the United States 
Supreme Court 
rejected a challenge 
to California’s religious 
gathering limits, which 

order attendance in churches or places 
of worship to a maximum of 25% or 100 
attendees.
The 5-4 decision was joined by Chief Justice 
Roberts who warned against intervening in 
emergencies: “Where those broad limits are not 
exceeded, they should not be subject to second-

guessing by an ‘unelected federal judiciary,’ 
which lacks the background, competence, and 
expertise to assess public health and is not 
accountable to the people.”
Justice Kavanaugh joined the remaining three 
Republican-appointed justices in dissenting 
from the ruling, arguing that the California 
limits “indisputably discriminates against 
religion.”
BLACK MILITANT MOBS  are domestic 
terrorist supported by democrat mayors, 
governors,  the media and members of 
Congress.   

BLACK PROTESTERS ARE ABOVE 
THE LAW? NO SOCIAL DISTANCING 

REQUIRED? WHAT EXACTLY  
DO THEY WANT?

All America agrees that the death of George 
Floyd was a horrific act by law enforcement 
offices that should be investigated. 
We all agree people have the RIGHT to 
protest. That is not the issue.
The issue is, what is the purpose of the 
thousands of blacks taken to the streets?
The media and Communists are exploiting 
a horrific act  for a political purpose, many 
believe. The organizers of these violent mobs 
should be exposed and justice should prevail.   
Will it?

The silence &  prayerless-ness of the Church  
and not standing in the gap for the land ARE  
reaping  violent consequences.! 

1. Two police officers struck by vehicle in 
Buffalo

2. Two police officers were struck by a 

Join a team, lead a team! 
Host Faye for an Insight Ral ly  
in your c i ty!

beyond just taking [nominees] at their 
word. We cannot take chances anymore. 

There’s too much on the line.”
When these vacancies occur, we can’t 
just take the establishment’s word for 
it. We need to know from the nominees’ 
record that they will not remake the 
law in their own image. If that makes 
the appointment controversial, so be it. 
Otherwise, as Senator Hawley told me on 
Tuesday, what’s the point in even passing 
laws? “I mean, we may as well just let the 
justices tell us what they think should be 
the right policy in any given case.”

In the meantime, plenty of liberals in 
Congress are hoping to move forward 
with laws -- dangerous ones like H.R. 
5 that build on the court’s extremism. A 
parade of smug Democrats took turns on 
the Senate floor this morning demanding 
that Congress steamroll religious 
freedom even more by passing the 
Equality Act, which would mean an end 
to conscience rights, girls’ sports, privacy, 
women’s shelters, free speech, parental 
authority, autonomy in hiring and firing, 
and mandate for things like transgender 
surgery and treatment coverage and 
taxpayer-funded abortion.

“It’s one of the favorite tricks of the Left is 
to come up with legislation that has a title 
that... doesn’t sound at all menacing... 
Equality Act sounds nice until you stop 
and examine what it would actually 
do... The 
fact that this 
would openly 
threaten 
religious 

institutions and individuals throughout 
America who dare have divergent 
views, who dare act in conformity to 
their religious beliefs. This would end up 
having a punishing effect on them. To say 
nothing of what it would do to women’s 
athletics, what it would do to girls’ and 
women’s locker rooms, and restrooms in 
colleges and in public places. [It’s] scary.”

In the aftermath of the court’s legislating, 
a lot of people are asking: Why do we 
need Congress? Hopefully, in stopping 
horrible ideas like the Equality Act, we’re 
about to find out.
Franklin Graham hit the 
Supreme Court with a reality 
check that put jaws on the 
ground Millions of Americans were 
outraged over the latest Supreme Court sellout.

Led by Neil Gorsuch, the Supreme Court 
legislated from the bench to rewrite the 
Civil Rights Act to grant special rights to 
homosexuals and transgenders.
And Franklin Graham hit the Supreme 
Court with a reality check that put jaws 
on the ground.

In a six to three 
decision, the 
Supreme Court 
announced 

Dr. David Nabarro, the organization’s 
special envoy for COVID-19, said in a 
Friday interview on British television that 
“we in the World Health Organization do 
not advocate lockdowns as the primary 
means of control of this virus.”
He said the lockdowns may result in a 
doubling of world poverty and “at least 
a doubling of child malnutrition because 
children are not getting meals at school, 
and their parents in poor families are 
not able to “This is a terrible, ghastly 
global catastrophe, actually, and so we 
really do appeal to all world leaders: 
Stop using lockdown as your primary 
control method,” Dr. Nabarro told [U.K.] 
Spectator TV’s Andrew Neil. “Develop 
better systems for doing it. Work together 
and learn from each other, but remember, 
lockdowns just have one consequence 
that you must never ever belittle, and 
that is making poor people an awful lot 
poorer.”

Isaiah 41:10 ESV / 8 helpful votes 
Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, 
for I am your God; I will strengthen you, I will 
help you, I will uphold you with my righteous 
right hand.  Luke 4:18 

……., to set at liberty those who are 
oppresse1 John 4:18

Missouri
U.S. House
Democratic
1. Charles West

2. Cori Bush
3. Dennis Oglesby
4. Donald Robert Sartain
5. Emanuel Cleaver
6. Henry Martin
7. Jill Schupp
8. Kathy Ellis
9. Lindsey Simmons
10. Maite Salazar
11. Ramona Farris
12. Teresa Montseny
13. William Lacy Clay

Republican
1. Adela Wisdom
2. Ann Wagner
3. Billy Long
4. Blaine Luetkemeyer
5. Brandon Wilkinson
6. Camille Lombardi-Olive
7. Eric Harleman
8. Jason Smith
9. Jeffrey Nowak
10. Jerry Barham
11. Lynette Trares
12. Neal Gist
13. Richonda Oaks
14. Ryan Derks
15. Sam Graves
16. Steve Chentnik
17. Vicky Hartzler
18. Winnie Heartstrong

Other
1. Jim Higgins (Libertarian Party)
2. Robert E. Smith (Libertarian Party)

of State, for fools. Consent 
Decree, which is terrible for 
Republicans (and honest 
people!), must be opened up 
NOW - David, Kelly, and I will 
then win!”
The tweet concerning former 
Georgia gubernatorial candidate 
Stacey Abrams and the consent decree 
was tagged by Twitter. A warning label on 
the post reads: “This claim about election 
fraud is disputed.”

Trump and other Republicans, including 
Georgia Rep. Doug Collins, have claimed 
a consent decree signed earlier this year 
“gutted our verification process,” getting 
rid of a rule in the state that signatures on 
voter registration cards must be matched 
with those on other records.

Georgia Secretary of State Brad 
Raffensperger has countered this, saying 
that Georgia actually requires signature 
matching for absentee ballots, according 
to The Associated Press.

WORD FROM FAYE
The Lord spoke to our 
intercessors on my prayer and 
briefing call  Saturday that He 
was opening new windows and 
He was changing tables in our 
life. He called us not to give up and pray 
for the Lord to move those from position 
of power that were responsible for rigging 
our election cover ups. The one that 

refused to do his job and should 
go was William Barr. By not 
enforcing the law no one feared 
voter fraud being a crime. 

We  prayed and God anointed 
our team like none  other. The 
holy spirit was poured out 

and we knew what God wanted us to 
believe for. The power worked…Barr quit 
yesterday.     

This week we are to concentrate on Joe 
Biden’s crimes to come to light before 
he is inauguration. The Biden’s have 
been shaking down this nation and their  
crimes. Including Dr. Jill Biden, needs to 
be uncovered. Their Communist China 
sell out must come to light!

OPINION
US companies riddled with members of 
Chinese Communist Party: Devine
By Miranda Devine December 13, 2020

 
Christine Fang, also known 
as Fang Fang, pictured with 
Congressman Eric Swalwell. 
The Biden family put national 
security at risk: Devine
Georgia Republicans have no 
choice — they must vote in 

Senate runoff: Devine
CNN liberal apologists caught burying 
The Post’s Hunter Biden exposé: Devine
Our great first lady Melania Trump had 

looks like a snake around the basket. 
So, the snake is still around. You need 
to be aware of the enemy, but not to 
be afraid of him. 

The provision is released, but the enemy 
wants to steal the provision. We need to 
humble ourselves before God; stand up to 
the devil and resist him. (James 4:7) 

The Letter “Teth” also tells us to surround 
ourselves with people who have faith. We 
have to be very careful who is around us. 
Are we in the group which talks behind 
people’s backs? Or are we in the group 
which thinks how they could see more 
healing on their streets? 

Like a basket  and also looks like a snake 
around the basket. So, the snake is still 
around. You need to be aware of the 
enemy, but not to be afraid of him.
The provision is released, but the enemy 
wants to steal the provision. We need to 
humble ourselves before God; stand up 
to the devil and resist him. (James 4:7)
The Letter “Teth” also tells us to surround 
ourselves with people who have faith. We 
have to be very careful who is around us. 
Are we in the group which talks behind 
people’s backs? Or are we in the group 
which thinks how they could see more 
healings on their streets?

Get away from negative group 
gatherings. During the warfare, you do 
not need the negativity around you. On 

the contrary, you need those who can 
take you to your mountain

“Give me this mountain”, said Caleb. 
You have got mountains to take. There 
is no time for negativity. Number 1 or 
letter Aleph represents God. Last year, 
you had to use your mouth to speak into 
your future, but this year your words and 
God’s words are coming together. The 
letter Aleph connects heaven to earth. 
God is connecting the words of life you 
spoke in 5780 with His words this year. 
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The Lord used Judith,  IWI Lubbock and 
Mary Ellen,  IWI Roswell,  to explain the 
history of PA in this nation. Boy! 
God moved.

PA IS KNOWN AS THE KEYSTONE 
STATE. This FACTS  is one of the most 
important you will ever received.  You 
must read slowly and pray over all the 
facts in emails below.

PENNSYLVANIA

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was 
proudly founded by William Penn in 1681. 
Pennsylvania’s rich history spans five 
centuries and is woven into the fabric of 
our nation’s founding.

Pennsylvania’s motto is “Virtue, Liberty, 
and Independence.” Pennsylvania’s coat 
of arms is one of the most familiar of our 
state emblems. State Flag The first state 
flag of Pennsylvania was authorized 
by the General Assembly in 1799. 
Pennsylvania’s flag features the state 
coat of arms on a field of blue.
  
As the birthplace of our nation, 
Pennsylvania is home to countless 
firsts. In addition to the Declaration of 
Independence and the U.S. Constitution, 
we are the birthplace of the first:
 
• Hospital
• University

• Stock exchange
• Lending library
• Lightning rod
• Roller coaster
• Revolving doors
• Movie theater
• Jeep
• Bubble gum
• Commercial radio station
• Banana split
• Superhighway
• Little League Baseball
• Slinky
• Smiley face 

The Same Unapproved SQL Software 
Found on Michigan and Pennsylvania 
Voting Systems Is Likely Also on 
Machines in Arizona and GeorgiaBy Joe 
Hoft Published June 26, 2021 at 4:30pm  
Earlier this month, The Gateway The 
same SQL software found on voting 
machines in Michigan and Pennsylvania 
is likely on the voting machines in Arizona 
and Georgia. 

Pundit covered The Epoch Times 
article on an Election System Analysis 
performed on Fulton County 
The review was conducted by Wake 
Technology Services, Inc. (‘Wake TSI’), 
whose report detailed the presence 
of Microsoft SQL Server Data Tools 
(‘SSDT’),¬ on the Dominion Election 
Management System (‘EMS’) server.  
From page 25 of Wake TSI’s   Dominion 
has installed the Microsoft SQL Server 
Data Tools (SSDT) on the server.  This 
software is not part of the EAC (Election 
Assistance Commission) certified 
configuration and makes the system 
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certification invalid.” 

For context, the voting system (in this 
case Dominion):  there is “no valid 
reason” for the software to be installed on 
the system and that the presence “allows 
any user with access to change and 
manipulate the EMS databases without 
logging [recording] to the Database, 
EMS, or [operating system] logfiles.”
 The Gateway Pundit exclusively reported 
that the software found in Fulton County, 
PA is the same software that Michigan 
Attorney Matthew DePerno’s team 
discovered on the Dominion Election 
Management Server (EMS) in Antrim 
County MI. It now appears there is a 
high likelihood the same unapproved, 
separately installed software will be found 
in Arizona and Georgia.

In a court briefing on May 3, 2021, 
DePerno stated:  Cyber Ninjas 
discovered a Microsoft SQL Server 
Management Studio implant on the 
system. “This piece of software is not 
approved by the Election Assistance 
Commission (‘EAC’) and allows a user 
to actually circumvent security protocol 
and make ‘direct edit entries within the 
database’ which ‘could potentially be 
utilized to change vote values.’”
DePerno released the video of systems 
vulnerability expert Jeffrey Lenberg 
demonstrating the ability to alter the data 
in the database, in effect changing the 
election results using the unapproved 
software.  We included the same video 
where Lenberg shows how easy it is to 
alter votes.

The fact that the successful test included 

an actual Dominion machine and EMS 
software configuration that was used 
in the election is immensely powerful 
evidence. This shows the threat posed by 
the presence of the software is not just 
theoretical or remotely possible under 
unrealistic conditions, but very real under 
actual conditions. To better understand 
the capabilities and potential implications 
of this software tool, it is important to 
provide some context. In each voting 
precinct or jurisdiction, there are voting 
machines and/or tabulators that process 
the ballots.To manage the election there 
is an Election Management Server, or 
‘EMS’ which is simply a Dell computer 
running the Dominion software program 
‘Dominion Democracy Suite 5.5A’.

This program receives the data from the 
voting machines and uses a database 
program on the same computer, that 
organizes and stores the data. The 
database should only be accessed 
through the Dominion Democracy 
Suite 5.5A software and is essentially 
the “gatekeeper” to the data which is 
managed according to its own rules and 
procedures. This is the configuration that 
is “certified” or approved by the Election 
Assistance Commission. Microsoft SQL 
Server Management Studio (SSMS) or 
Microsoft SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT), 
the software discovered on the Election 
Management Servers in MI and PA, and 
most likely will be discovered in GA and 
AZ are programs that give direct access 
to the data and completely circumvent 
the Democracy Suite application. 

These programs are essentially a “back 
door” allowing the user unrestricted 
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access to invisibly edit or manipulate 
the data in the database (votes) without 
being logged, registered, or controlled by 
the Democracy Suite program. Experts 
know that Microsoft SSDT is a powerful 
collection of tools used to manage 
databases and their content, which is a 
task that only Dominion Democracy Suite 
5.5A should have in this configuration.     
Wake TSI’s report described it like 
this:There is no valid reason for Microsoft 
SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT) to be 
installed on the EMS. This software 
toolbox allows any user with access 
to change and manipulate the EMS 
databases without logging (recording) to 
the Database, EMS or OS logfiles.”
There is simply NO REASON, (no good 
reason), for this software to be on the 
same server as the Dominion software.  
Essentially, it is analogous to a shady 
business having two sets of books 
organized automatically in real.time.

DoDominion is Panicking in Pennsylvania 
Because Their Machines Likely Weren’t 
Properly ‘Hardened’ and Shouldn’t 
Have Ever Been Put in Use By Joe Hoft  
Published January 5, 2022 at 6:00pm
Fulton County, Pennsylvania has every 
right to investigate its voting machines.  
The voting machine company, Dominion, 
is fighting against this investigation.   
We reported yesterday that Dominion 
was fighting against the inspection of 
their voting machines in Fulton County, 
Pennsylvania  Dominion claims that the 
investigators looking into their voting 
machines for Fulton County will damage 
or destroy their machines when they 
make forensic copies of their computers.  

This is simply not true.  But it is true that 
it is harmful to your case to lie to a judge.    
Dominion’s remedy for their complaint 
is to suggest that the only companies 
to investigate their machines should 
be related to EAC-approved or cyber-
approved companies as listed in their 
complaint. The problem that Dominion 
has is not that their machines will be 
mishandled or damaged as a result of 
thorough inspections by independent 
professionals. Rather. Dominion must 
be concerned that the court and the 
County will find out that their machines 
should not have been certified for 
usLowerMyBills The reason this may 
be the case is because the machines 
may not have gone through the proper 
‘hardening’ process. According to the 
enterprise networking planet.

System hardening is the process that 
secures computing systems by reducing 
the attack surface to make them hack-
proof. It consists of a set of tools and 
methodologies that removes the non-
essential services, thus minimizing the 
security risks to your system as much as 
possible.   When Dominion machines are 
shipped to the various locations where 
they are used they need to go through 
the ‘system hardening’ process.

The guidelines for hardening should be 
followed and procedures should take 
place to set up the machines properly.   
The client and the machine company 
should have a checklist that users would 
go through to address password controls, 
etc. and the hardening checklist should 
be signed off on and verified.  After the 
hardening process is complete and the 
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machines are signed off on they should 
then be put in use, but not before. 
It appears clear that the Dominion 
machines have not been hardened.

If they were, they would not have 
software like SQL server on them.  We 
found this in multiple locations in 2021
Since these machines contained SQL 
Server and God only knows what else, 
they were not hardened.  Since the 
Dominion machines were not hardened 
they should not have been put in 
production in the first place.These facts 
are why Dominion is fighting so hard 
to prevent thorough reviews of their 
machines.

The Dominion machines should never 
have been put in use and that places 
Dominion in a terrible situation with 
tremendous liabilities related to the 
numerous machines put in production  
across the country.

HUGE BREAKING NEWS: Court Rules 
Pennsylvania Senate’s Investigation of 
the 2020 Election Results in the State 
Will Move Forward
Per a local far-left publication 
– Pittsburgh’s Action News 4: A 
Pennsylvania Court has ruled in the case 
regarding the state Senate’s investigation 
into the 2020 Election results in 
Pennsylvania.  The investigation will 
move forward despite RINOs, Democrats, 
and Dominion Voting machines protesting 
the effort. 

The state, led by its corrupt AG and SoS, 
are trying to stop this effort from moving 
forward.  They attempted to ask what was 

the purpose of the investigation, but it is 
really none of their business because the 
Senate felt compelled to have the audit 
performed and have no legal obligation 
[that we know of] to provide the rationale 
for the investigation to the state’s corrupt 
executive groups.
After attempting to sidetrack the effort 
in Pennsylvania, the opponents of 
the investigation began attacking the 
investigators.   On Monday, Dominion 
Voting Systems lost a bid in court to 
restrict any inspection of its voting 
machines to a laboratory that has specific 
credentials, which Envoy Sage does not 
have.
Dominion Voting Machines also is 
attempting to insert itself into the 
court challenges.  As of now, the 
investigation in PA will move forward 
on HUGE! Georgia Ballot Trafficking 
Whistleblower Admits to Making $45,000 
for Stuffing Ballot Boxes — Just One 
of 242 Traffickers — HUNDREDS OF 
THOUSANDS of Ballots? By Jim Hoft   
Published January 5, 2022.

The Georgia ballot trafficking 
whistleblower reportedly admitted to 
making $45,000 for stuffing Georgia 
ballot boxes from 2 to 5 AM in the 
morning. He was just one of 242 alleged 
ballot traffickers identified by the True the 
Vote investigation. There is a possibility 
of HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of 
ballots that were stuffed into the ballot 
boxes in Georgia!

Radio host John Fredericks went on 
with Steve Bannon on The War Room 
on Wednesday morning after news 
broke last night that a ballot trafficker 
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had started talking in Georgia after 
he was paid thousands of dollars for 
stuffing the ballot boxes in a massive 
ballot harvesting scheme in Georgia. 
This morning John Fredericks had more 
on the ballot trafficking in Georgia  John 
Fredericks: Here’s the bottom line. You 
can’t ballot harvest in Georgia. What 
turned this around is that a whistleblower 
in Georgia came forward. On the tapes 
they identified 240 of the same people 
going around the state stuffing ballot 
drop boxes between 2 and 5 AM… where 
they were emptying backpacks out 
and they were dropping 50, 100 ballots 
into a dropbox. This is totally illegal… 
Here’s the bottom line, right? The one 
whistleblower that came forward beause 
allegedly his mom said, hey what you’re 
doing is wrong and you need to be 
honest about it. Own up to it. He said 
that he was paid $10 per ballot… And he 
made $45,000 between November 3rd 
and the runoff. Two elections he made 
$45,000!… Now do the math.

He said this was the average payout. 
There were 240 people of the same ones 
over and over in the same car involved in 
it. You start doing the math here. 45,000 
time 240 people… You’ve got $11 million 
dollars distributed illegally. Then you take 
4500 ballots by 240 people. You’re talking 
about a million ballots.

PRAYER POINTS
We now see why Pelosi spearheaded the 
attact on the Capital Jan. 6th. The Dems 
knew they were caught stealing the 
election.  The truth MUST prevail. The 
Lord spoke to me to expose the cover 
up of election fraud the first of this year.  

He said,  America could be delivered in 
the first three months.  If we would be 
obedient and get out the Facts we would 
see his mighty hand  move and President 
Trump would be restored.   We are 
being obedient.  Our prayers this week 
are necessary to see the Lord move on 
behalf of America.
Pray  over all mentioned in this FACTS
Pray for Mitch McConnell  to be exposed.
Pray Father God, good leaders, come 
from you. Lord, this nation needs leaders 
with discerning hearts and wise minds. 
We come to you today asking you to give 
us wise leaders that will lead this nation 
in the right direction. Remove wrong 
people that are corrupt and living against 
your word from influential positions. Let 
our leaders be people who honor your 
holy name for it is only from you that they 
will get true wisdom. It is in the mighty 
name of Jesus that we believe and pray, 
Amen.
JOIN US  MON – FRI  8 am  EST   
PRAYER CALL   SAT.  2 p  667 770 1524
ACCESS CODE Call 407 489 7296.

 


